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IIITDM Kancheepuram is an Institute of 
repute where every faculty, student, and 

staff achieve their potential.



DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

the Institute and have been the driving force in all academic and research activities. The Institute 
has been built keeping green norms in mind and is equipped with state-of-the-art infrastructure 
with respect to smart class rooms and modern laboratory facilities. We have established a 
Technology Incubation cell where industries are invited to set up their R&D centre so that our 
faculty and students can have opportunities to solve the real-life industry and society problems. 
Further, students and faculty are encouraged to set up their entrepreneurial start-ups. The 
Institute is presently offering B.Tech., B.Tech. and M.Tech. dual degree, M.Tech., M.Des. and Ph.D. 
programmes.programmes. In addition to B.Tech. programme in Computer Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Electronics Engineering, we have added B.Tech. in Smart manufacturing from 2016.  
All the students are housed inside the campus with very good hostel amenities. Our faculty 
residence is near completion and all faculty will be available inside the campus 24x7 in near future. 
We, as an Institution believe in strong liaison with industry, academia of repute and revised our 
curricula on the advice of industry and academic experts. IIT Madras being our mentor Institute in 
our beginning years, we still receive continued support from them and are able to put our steps 
firmfirm in recent years. The competitive curricula of academic programs offered by Institute are liked 
by students and industries across, which is reflected in the placement and higher studies records 
of our passed-out students around the globe. The Institute has a mix of young and experienced, 
motivated, and dedicated faculty who strongly believe in research and project led teaching 
learning process. They undertake sponsored/funded research projects from various government 
and private agencies. The publication ratio per faculty in conferences and journals of repute are 
quite high and is on increasing trend. The adoption of ‘Experiential learning approach’ in 
curriculumcurriculum and ‘interactive learning principles’ followed at IIITDM Kancheepuram have been 
greatly appreciated by students and our recruiters. IIITDM Kancheepuram, having seen its 
consistent growth during last one decade is confident of achieving new heights in future with 
continued support from students, staff, faculty, industry, and other stakeholders. Finally, IIITDM 
Kancheepuram is an Institute of repute where every faculty, student, and staff achieve their 
potential.

- Prof Banshidhar Majhi
                                                                                                       Director   

It is rightly said success is a 
journey but not a destination, 
and I am delighted to highlight 
the significant progress IIITDM 
Kancheepuram made so far on 
its journey to success since its 
inception in the year 2007. 
IIITDMIIITDM Kancheepuram is an 
Institute of National Importance 
and unique of its kind that 
integrates Design and 
Manufacturing with Information 
Technology. IT and IT enabled 
Design and Manufacturing are 
the operational guidelines of the operational guidelines of 



ABOUT

Indian Institute of Information Technology Design and Manufacturing (IIITDM) Kancheepuram is an 
Institute of National Importance, established by the MHRD, Government of India in 2007 with the 
mandate of specializing in design and manufacturing oriented engineering education and research. 
Human resource development reforms of the past have helped India to attain global recognition in 
knowledge and IT enabled services. A strong foothold in the design market will propel the nation’s 
growth and IIITDMs are a result of the Government of India’s vision to produce next generation 
engineers equipped with design and manufacturing skills.
    We at IIITDM, believe in raising the bar of knowledge in the country, which is reflected in the 
state of the art labs provided and the brilliant research teams that we let flourish on the campus. 
The dynamic and constantly evolving academic program reflects the institute's commitment to stay 
in tune with the expanding frontiers of knowledge worldwide. Our uniquely structured syllabus 
converging technical knowledge and design based industrial know- how, equips our students for 
the industry today.
    The limelight of the institution is its students, who are selected after clearing rigorous and tough 
competitive exams like JEE and GATE, inviting the best brains of the country to it. 
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ADMISSION

The tough entrance exam and cut-throat competition ensure that the students here possess good 
intellectual caliber, scientific ability and a strong perseverance to compete. The desire to face 
competition and succeed translates into other fields too as the students participate eagerly in 
other activities such as designer’s clubs etc. The campus is a mix of students with extremely diverse 
socio-cultural backgrounds which train them for a global career in places that have similarly 
challenging environments and experiential learning methods.

B.Tech & Dual Degree

M.Des

Ph.D

All India Rank based on JEE (Main) 
SAT Score for Non Resident Indians

GATE

Institute Entrance Exam and Interview



ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

PHD
All specializations (D&M)

M.TECH
Smart Manufacturing (SMT)

DUAL DEGREE
• B.Tech - Computer Engineering + M.Tech - Computer Engineering (CED)
• B.Tech - Electronics and Communication Engineering with specialization in Design and 
  Manufacturing + M.Tech - VLSI & Electronic System Design (EVD)
• B.Tech - Electronics and Communication Engineering with specialization in Design and 
   Manufacturing + M.Tech - Signal Processing & Communication System Design (ESD)
•• B.Tech - Mechanical Engineering with specialization in Design and Manufacturing + M.Tech -   
  Product Design (MPD)
• B.Tech - Mechanical Engineering with specialization in Design and Manufacturing  + M.Tech - 
  Advanced Manufacturing (MFD)

B.TECH
• Computer Engineering (COE)
• Electronics and Communication Engineering with 
  specialization in Design and Manufacturing (EDM)
• Mechanical Engineering with specialization in Design and 
  Manufacturing (MDM)
•• Smart Manufacturing (MSM)

M.Des
• Communication Systems (CDS)
• Electronic Systems (EDS)
• Mechanical Systems (MDS)

The Institute follows continuous evaluation methodology in all courses with the adoption of 
“interactive learning approach”. In addition to regular paper-based examinations, projects and 
discussions also form a part of the continuous evaluation.
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FACULTY

IIITDM is a host to a faculty of great caliber, who have distinguished themselves as teachers and 
researchers in their field of expertise. They bring their years of learning and experience to the 
classrooms with a zeal and enthusiasm to nurture young minds. Every student is a witness to the 
effort and dedication of the distinguished professors that each of them look up to the faculty as an 
inspiration. Their expertise reflects the extensive industrial experience that they carry forth as 
researchers in their fields. With the aspiration to grow and develop, IIITDM has been inducting 
visiting and adjunct faculty, widening the horizons of education for its students.

School of Computer and Electrical
Engineering (SCEE)

Prof. Banshidar Majhi (PhD - NIT Rourkela)
• Image Processing, Data Compression, 
Cryptography and Security, Parallel Computing

Dr Binsu J Kailath (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• VLSI Design, MOS Device Modeling and• VLSI Design, MOS Device Modeling and
Technology, MEMS

Dr Damodharan P (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Power Electronics and Drives, Brushless DC 
and AC Drives

Prof. Jegannathan Srinivasan (Ph.D - IITM)
• RF Micorwave Engineering, Electromagnetic, • RF Micorwave Engineering, Electromagnetic, 
Fields & Waves, Signals & Networks

Dr Karthikeyan S S (Ph.D - IITG)
• Microwave passive devices, Microsrtrip
antennas, Metamaterials, RFIC & RF MEMS

Dr Masilamani V (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Image Processing and Computer Vision,
Pattern Recognition, Algorithms and DataPattern Recognition, Algorithms and Data
Structure

Dr Naveen Kumar (Ph.D - IIT Delhi)
• Fiber Optics, , Solar Thermal Energy
Applications, Renewable energy applications

Dr Noor Mahammad Sk (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• High Performance VLSI Architectures, Packet
Processing Architectures and Algorithms

Dr Shunmugham R PandianDr Shunmugham R Pandian (Ph.D - IITD)
• Autonomous underwater robots,
Electromechanical Systems, Intelligent Control

Dr Premkumar K (Ph.D - IISc Bangalore)
• Scheduling in Networks, Social Networks,
Cognitive Radio, IoT, Big Data Analytics

Dr Priyanka Kokil (Ph.D - NIT Allahabad)
• Nonlinear system, Delayed system,• Nonlinear system, Delayed system,
Multidimensional system

Dr Sadagopan N (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Graph Theory and Combinatorics, Data
Structures and Algorithms, Computer Networks

Dr Selvajyothi K (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Power Electronics , Drives and Control,
FPGA/DSP Hardware, InstrumentationFPGA/DSP Hardware, Instrumentation
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Dr M D Selvaraj (Ph.D - IITD)
• Wireless Communications, Cooperative
Diversity, Green Communications

Dr Shalu M A (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Graph Theory, Algorithms, Metabolic
Networks

Dr M J Shankar RamanDr M J Shankar Raman (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Computer networks, network security, Big 
Data

Dr Sivaselvan B (Ph.D - NIT Trichy)
• Knowledge and Data Engineering, Data
Structures in Computer Science

Dr Sunilkumar Anumula (Ph.D Politecnico Di
Milano, Italy)Milano, Italy)
• High harmonic generation, Laser 
spectroscopy, Opto-electronic sensors

Dr Swathi Tanjore Gurumani (Ph.D - UAH)
• Reconfigurable Computing, Hardware/
software co-design, High-level synthesis

Dr Umarani Jayaraman (Ph.D - IITK)
• Biometrics, Pattern Recognition• Biometrics, Pattern Recognition

Dr Vijayakumar S (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Algorithms, Combinatorial Optimization, 
Computational Complexity
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School of Mechanical Engineering and
Physical Sciences (SMEPS)

Dr P Ganesan (Ph.D - IIITB)
• Computational Heat Transfer, Natural 
Convection

Dr Jayabal K (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Computational Mechanics, Finite Element• Computational Mechanics, Finite Element
Methods, Material Modelling

Dr Jayavel S (Ph.D - IIT Madras)
• Computational Fluid Dynamics, Fluid and
Thermal Sciences, Heat Transfer

Dr P Sekar (PhD - IIT Madras)
• Machine Design, Vibration, Electronic 
ManufacturingManufacturing



DESIGN CENTRIC CURRICULUM

The Institute's Curriculum complemented by the state of art infrastructure is in coherence with 
IIITDM's vision of enabling the next generation technologists and engineers with competence to 
lead Indian Industries in global economic development. The institute also offers the students 
opportunities to enrol for elective courses of their choice for credits on online mediums giving them 
the total freedom to pursue their interests.  The curriculum in structured to accommodate hands on 
experience based learning and peer to peer learning based group activities thus building an 
environment of positivity and team spirit.   

• A good mix of design and management courses assist students in 
becoming effective managers and entrepreneurs.

• A plethora of interdisciplinary courses promote collaboration across 
departments

• Design-oriented curriculum helps bridge the gap between industry 
and academia and provides opportunities for increased collaboration

Academic programs being offered at IIITDM Kancheepuram are novel and differ from conventional 
counterparts. Graduates have been exposed to design thinking and manufacturing aspects involved 
in Computer, Electronics and Mechanical engineering in addition to the regular courses of institute. 
A stream of courses starting from evolution of design, design visualization using digital tools, design 
realization in hobby workshops, individual and team based product design and development were 
introduced. 

DESIGN
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CURRICULUM

Languages
•C
•C++

Program offered focuses on enabling the students with skills to seamlessly integrate both the 
software and hardware aspects of computing, enabling them to be ready for the Industry’s 
requirements.

• Alongside core courses such as Data Structures and Algorithms, Operating Systems, Automata 
and Compiler Design and so on, there is an extensive focus on the hardware aspects through 
courses on Computer Organization and Design, Computer Architecture, and VLSI System Design.

• The hardware angle is further reinforced through rigorous laboratories on Computer Organization 
and Design, Computer Networking, Embedded Systems and VLSI Design. The software angle is 
simultaneously enhanced through practice courses on Database Systems and Object Oriented 
Algorithm Design.

•• The Design and Manufacturing curricula enable them to explore and build solutions to real-world 
problems, with sensitivity to the interdisciplinary requirements for computing solutions in different 
industry domains.

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

•Assembly 
•Verilog HDL

•API Socket Programming
•Open MP

•Perl
•Python

6



CURRICULUM

Program offered focuses on developing expertise not just in hardware but also on the core software 
that goes hand-in-hand with it. This ensures that students passing out are ready for the 
interdisciplinary nature of work in the industry. 

• The Design and Manufacturing curricula 
enables them to explore developing solutions 
to real-world problems, as full working 
products. They are further tempered to take 
into account the practical concerns of 
manufacturability, reliability and cost factors.

•• Courses on Computational Engineering, Data 
Structures and Algorithms, Micro Processors 
and Computer Architecture enable them a 
useful intersection with Computer Engineering.

•• As part of rigorous laboratory programmes, 
students are exposed to dealing with 
Simulation Software such as MATLAB, 
SIMULINK, MULTISIM, Xilinx ISE design suite, 
Cadence and LabView to name a few; followed 
by Hardware such as Tiva LaunchPad, 
ZedBoards, NVS Boards, Microprocessor kits 
andand many more in order to build hands-on 
experience.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
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CURRICULUM

TProgram offered focuses on enabling the students with skills to seamlessly integrate both the 
mechanics, electronics and computing aspects of Engineering, preparing them for the needs of 
today’s technology-driven industries.

• Alongside core engineering courses on Thermal Engineering, Fluid 
Dynamics, Machine Design and Industrial Engineering, students are go 
through courses on Computational Engineering, Electrical Drives, 
Sensors and Control Systems, and Microprocessors. This equips them to 
contribute to the interdisciplinary nature of today’s industries.

•• A strong emphasis is laid on computer-aided simulation and analysis, 
owing to the changing trends in the industry. Students are equipped 
with performing CAD modeling, simulations, finite element modeling 
and computational fluid dynamics and data analysis. They work on a 
range of software environments: CATIA V5 and V6, Autodesk Inventor 
and Fusion 360, ANSYS, MATLAB and R Programming.

•• The Design and Manufacturing curricula enable them to explore and 
build solutions to real-world problems, with sensitivity to the 
interdisciplinary requirements, owing to their exposure to the 
electronics and computational methods.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
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ONLINE ELECTIVES

HONORS PROGRAM

The institute promotes self-learning as a way of nurturing young brains and 
in today's world of internet, this can happen through online courses.  
Students are allowed to earn a total of 6 credits from online courses taken 
as electives or additional courses required for honors program. The 
availability of a gamut of courses on various websites like coursera and edx 
provides students the opportunity to pursue their unique talents and 
interests. Also the inclusion of online courses would break the limitations of 
thethe resources available in the institute and would open greater frontiers for 
the students to explore.

The honors program is a privilege offered by the institute to the B.Tech and Dual Degree students 
having high academic calibre. Those having CGPA having greater than 9.0 at the end of 2nd year 
can register for Honors program and can take up to 4 additional courses.  Those who are opting 
for Honors program have to earn 9 additional credits. Depending upon the level of rigorous and 
duration a course can be taken for 2-4 credits. It can be chosen from in-house electives as well from 
edX, Coursera, etc. 
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INTERNSHIPS

Students take up summer internships in 
the starting of their final year which is part 
of the curriculum to gain first-hand 
experience of the professional world.  
Internships serve as the perfect platform 
for students to sneak a preview into the 
working of professional life while 
allowingallowing recruiters to evaluate a student’s 
long-term potential by monitoring their 
performance in real-world tasks. Students 
gain exposure to real-world problems 
and issues that perhaps are not found in 
textbooks and cultivate adaptability and 
creativity in a dynamic world. The 
internshipinternship gives the student an easy 
transition from being a student to 
entering the workforce. It also increases 
opportunities within a company for faster 
advancement and growth. These 
internships last up to 6 months starting 
from May and extending till mid of 
October.October.
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MaDeIT

"IIITDM Kancheepuram now has its own Technology Business Incubator called 
"MaDeIT Innovation Foundation". MaDeIT is a Section 8 company catalyzed 
and supported by a grant from the NSTEDB division of the Department of 
Science and Technology, Govt of India. MaDeIT supports technology-intensive 
new product development and new venture creation in the manufacturing and 
healthcare sectors. Priority is given to product ideas that involve integration of 
hardware and software and firms. MaDeIT also acts as an in-house laboratory 
for the design and management courses offered by IIITDM Kancheepuram".for the design and management courses offered by IIITDM Kancheepuram".

www.iiitdm.ac.in/madeit
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DESIGN INNOVATION CENTRE

The Ministry of Human Resources and Development has sanctioned the setting up of a Design 
Innovation Centre (DIC) at IIITDM Kancheepuram. The DIC provides a suitable platform for 
conceiving, conceptualizing and implementing innovative ideas and transforming them into 
successful products and revolutionizing the young minds to groom/culture themselves as leaders 
and self-reliant tech-savvy persons for the overall inclusive and sustainable growth of society and 
the emergence of India as a true global center of learning. The DIC also provides internships and 
financial and instrumentation to assist students in realizing their ideas.



RESEARCH

The Institute started the Ph.D programme in 2009. Presently 28 research scholars are working in 
the interdisciplinary areas in pursuit of their Doctorate degrees. Interdisciplinary research 
programmes leading to the award of Ph.D degree are offered in Computer, Electrical, Electronics, 
Mechanical engineering, Physics and Mathematics.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

IIITDM Kancheepuram encourages collaboration with reputed academic and research 
organizations to create opportunities for cooperation in education, training and research on the 
basis of promoting faculty and student exchanges and joint R&D activities. In this process, the 
institute has signed MoUs with the following Institutions:
• University of Genova, Italy
• University of Catania, Italy
• Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan
•• HITACHI, Japan (Student Exchange Program)

ICSR 

IIITDM Kancheepuram has initiated an Industrial Consultancy and Sponsored Research Cell (ICSR) 
to motivate the faculty to conduct research through funded projects and consultancy work. This 
will fulfil the aim of the MHRD, Government of India, to increase emphasis on the self-sufficiency 
of the institute. The institute has already attracted funded projects from government agencies and 
industrial consultancy work from esteemed organisations and many other projects are in pipeline. 
The expert faculty of the institute cater to the needs of automotive, electronic, ITES and other 
engineering industries in the design and development of innovative products. The Design Studio 
ofof the Institute consists of advanced modelling, analysis and simulation software and functioning 
in collaboration with the industry.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Computer Engineering Mechanical EngineeringElectronics Engineering
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DESIGNERS CLUB
The DC club boasts of a self built drone as well as a 
robot. It welcomes all the people interested in building 
their own products. It provides them with the platform 
to enhance their vision and convert their dream into 
reality.

ZERONE CLUB
ThisThis is the coding club of 
IIITDM. This club is for all 
the coders present, to 
test their skills and 
enhance them by the 
guidance of talented club 
cores.

DRAMA CLUB
TheThe club where the 
horizons of acting are 
enhanced and creativity 
prospers. The perfect 
place to express one’s 
emotions and thoughts. 

ILLITERATI
TheThe club where creativity 
flourishes and words are 
the biggest asset. The 
club for writers, ready to 
enthrall the world with 
their beautiful thoughts 
and expert writing style.

ELECTRONICS DESIGN CLUB
EDC is the place where circuits are discovered, learned 
and practiced.

DANCE CLUB
The place where rhythm is 
made and emotions are 
expressed through the 
network of steps and 
expressions.

EPIC CLUB
TheThe club for all the 
entrepreneurs present in 
IIITDM. This club not only 
guides them but also 
encourages their ideas and 
funds them so that they 
can start fresh and build up 
their dreams.their dreams.

MUSIC CLUB
The platform for all the 
undiscovered singers and 
instrumentalists to show-
case their talents and be 
recognized by the rest of 
the world by the excellent 
guidance of club cores.

IIITDM promotes a plethora of clubs for the enhancement of its student’s creativity and artful 
imagination. 

IIITDM not only excels in imparting education, but also looks after its student’s interest and works 
in fulfilling them through all the clubs mentioned here.

STUDENT LIFE
CLUBS
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Samgatha is the annual technical and cultural 
fest of IIITDM Kancheepuram, which is 
usually held by the end of March. It is a 3 
days’ event featuring a huge bunch of events 
including workshops and tech-talks. It 
features events related to coding, robotics, 
quizzing, flagship and lots more. As IIITDM is 
knownknown for its practical oriented teaching 
blended with innovative designing concepts, 
it’s fest also features events related to design 
such as designception, Mech-A-Thon, 
electromania, spark, etc. There are tech-talks 
which are being organised specially for the 
benefit of the young and enthusiastic 
participants.participants. Cultural, art and gaming events 
are also conducted.When Samgatha tests the 
skills of the participants, it also gives equal 
opportunities to grow and enhance different 
skills by organising different workshops 
related to robotics, dance and many more. It 
also features many other entertaining 
programmesprogrammes such as concerts and live shows 
by famous artists.

SAMGATHA
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PREVIOUS RECRUITERS
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PLACEMENT PROCEDURE

Placement Cell (nodal point for placements at 
IIITDM Kancheepuram), assisted by student 
representatives, sends invitation to companies 
along with relevant information and 
documents. 

A company can also show interest in 
recruiting IIITDM Kancheepuram students by 
contacting Placement Cell, IIITDM 
Kancheepuram by writing to 
placement@iiitdm.ac.in, stating intent to visit 
IIITDM Kancheepuram campus for 
recruitment. ERF can also be downloaded 
from our Training & Placement website.from our Training & Placement website.

After receiving filled in ERF and relevant 
information from a company T&P Cell will 
reply within 2-3 working days through email. 
The dates for campus interviews are allotted 
on the basis of information provided in ERF. It 
is expected that correct and complete 
information is provided by companies in ERF.

1

Suitable date for the Pre-Placement Talk (PPT) 
is decided by the discussions between the 
companies and the T&P Cell. After 
confirmation from the companies, students 
are notified of the PPT date. However, PPT and 
recruitment process can also go together.

Interested students will register for a 
particular company online through an internal 
website or by hard copies. After the dead line, 
the information will be forwarded to 

5

Companies are required to send the list of 
short listed students by email to the T&P Cell 
prior to the campus visit for final interviews.

6

The companies visit the campus for placements on the allotted dates and conduct Group 
Discussions/Aptitude test/Technical test/Personal Interviews etc., as part of their preferred selection 
procedure.

7

2

3

4
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ALUMNI

Companies

•Abi Showatech (I) Limited
•Adnes Equifax/Nettpositive
•Apple Inc.
•Ashok Leyland
•Bally Technologies
•BEML Limited•BEML Limited
•Cognizant Technology Solutions
•COMSOL Inc.
•Core Design
•Fobtech
•Cummins Inc.
•GE Capital
•HCL Technologies•HCL Technologies
•Infosys
•Intellect Design
•IVTL
•Larsen & Toubro
•Mu-Sigma Pvt Ltd
•NEC India Pvt. Ltd.
•Pricol Ltd.•Pricol Ltd.
•Saint Gobain
•Safran
•Srushty Global solutions

Higher Education

•Arizona State University
•Columbia University
•Florida Institute of Technology
•Georgia Institute of technology
•Penn State University
•Purdue University•Purdue University
•Stanford University
•The Ohio State University
•University of Wisconsin–Madison
•IISC, IITs and IIMs

•Systeminsights
•TCS
•Techlinksolutions
•Thorogood Associates
•Trimble
•Triad
•United Health Group AVL Powertrain UK Ltd•United Health Group AVL Powertrain UK Ltd
•Verizon Wireless
•Vignan university
•Sundram fasteners
•SVP Laser Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
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MaDeIT
ToTo foster innovation among 
its students and others in 
private engineering colleges 
in Tamil Nadu, the Indian 
Institute of Information 
Technology, Design and 
Manufacturing, (IIITDM), 

IIITDM IN THE NEWS

IConDM 2016 conference
IIITDM,IIITDM, in association with IEEE hosts the 
International Conference on Design And 
Manufacturing aimed at bringing together 
academicians, scientists, industrial experts, 
and research scholars, cutting across 
engineering disciplines, in design and 
manufacturing to present and discuss their 
recentrecent innovations, trends, concerns, practical 
challenges, and solutions on December 
16-17. 

ISRO Space Week
IIITDM, in association 
with ISRO celebrated 
the World Space Week 
on October 9-10 2016. 

Inter IIIT Sports Meet
IIITDM Kancheepuram hosts the first ever 
Inter-IIIT Sports meet on December 12-15 
2016 inviting participants from IIITs all over 
the country.

Indian flag on a drone
A student-designed drone flew the national 
flag high at IIITDM as part of the 69th 
Independence Day celebration after the 
hoisting of the flag.

In top 10
India Today ranks IIITDM Kancheepuram as 
the 6th Promising Engineering Institution in 
India

Kancheepuram, launches a Design Innovation 
Centre (DIC).
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IIITDM Kancheepuram

E-mail: office@iiitdm.ac.in Phone: +91-44-2747 6300

Melakottaiyur Village, Vandalur-Kelambakkam Road, Nellikuppam Road
Chennai - 600127, India


